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ON SOME GEOMETRIC INVARIANTS 
ASSOCIATED TO THE SPACE OF FLAT 
CONNECTIONS ON AN OPEN SPACE 

I. BISWAS AND K. GURUPRASAD 

ABSTRACT. A geometric invariant is associated to the parabolic moduli space on a 
marked surface and is related to the symplectic structure of the moduli space. 

0. Introduction. The space of equivalence classes of representations of the funda
mental group of a compact oriented surface of genus at least two, in a Lie group G has a 
natural symplectic structure. This representation space can be identified with the space 
of flat connections modulo gauge-equivalence on the trivial G-bundle on M. In [Gu], a 
new geometric invariant was associated to the space of flat connections and related to 
the symplectic structure on the representation space. In this paper we prove an analogous 
result for marked surfaces, i.e., compact oriented surface with finitely many punctures. 

At the outset we briefly describe the compact case [Gu]. Let G = SU(2) and E—+M 
be the trivial G-bundle over a compact oriented surface M. Let C (resp. Cm) be the 
space of all (resp. irreducible) connections and f (resp. ^m) be subspace of all (resp. 
irreducible) flat connections on this G-bundle. We equip C with the Fréchet topology 
and the subspace topology on jF. 

Given a loop a: Sl —> f, we can extend a to the closed unit disc a: D2 —» C, since C 
is contractible. On the trivial G-bundle i s x / ) 2 — • M x / ) 2 , we define a "tautological" 
connection #a as follows 

r\{eA = &(t)V(e,i)£ExEÏ. 

Let K(ïïa) be the curvature form of #a. Evaluation of the second Chern polynomial on 
this curvature form K(ïïa) gives a closed 4-form on M x D2, which when integrated 
along D2 yields a 2-form on M. This 2-form is closed since dim M = 2 and thus defines 
an element in H2(M, R) & R. In Lemma 1.3, we will show that this class is independent 
of the extension of a. 

We thus have a map 

X:L(!F)^H2(M,R)nR 
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170 I. BISWAS AND K. GURUPRASAD 

where L{7) is the loop space of J. 
It is seen that x induces a map 

X:L{fmlÇ)^RlZ 

where Q is the gauge-group of the G-bundle E—+M. 
We identify 71Q with the representation space Hom(7Ti (M), G) IG. When the genus 

> 3, *Jm J Ç is simply connected and therefore for a loop a in ^Firr/ Ç, we can find a 
surface S in ^Firr / ^ which bounds the loop a. Since the symplectic form UJ has integral 
periods,/^ E 7?/Z is independent of S. The main result proved in [Gu] is that \{a) = Jsu 
(after suitable normalization). 

After suitable modifications we prove an analogous result for marked surfaces. More 
specially, we consider the marked surface X = M— {p\,... ,pn}. The space of equivalent 
classes of representations of TT\ (X) also admits a symplectic structure when some bound
ary conditions are imposed viz. fixing the conjugacy classes of the holonomies around 
the punctures. This representation space (P (also called the parabolic moduli space) can 
be identified with the gauge-equivalent classes of flat connections f / Q on the trivial 
G-bundle on X whose holonomies around the punctures lie in preassigned conjugacy 
classes of G. Imitating the constructions of the compact case for the marked case with 
suitable modifications, it is seen that we get a map 

X:L(fm/Ç)-^R/Z. 

Unlike the compact case, the symplectic form u in the marked case is not in general 
integral. However, if we assume that the fixed conjugacy classes are of finite order, i.e., 
the eigenvalues of the elements of the classes are roots of unity, then in [BR] it was 
shown that this u is rational. More specifically, if q is the l.c.m. of the order of the eigen
values, then quj is integral. The main result of this paper analogous to the compact case 
is Theorem: qx(cr) = $squ where dS = cr. 

1. A function on L(^F). Let X be a compact oriented 2-dimensional manifold of 
genus g and / = {p\,... ,pn} C X be a finite set of points. Define X.— X — / to be 
punctured surface. SU(2) is the Lie group of 2 x 2 unitary matrices, and su(2) is its Lie 
algebra. 

Let Do: = {z G C | 0 < \z\ < 1} be the punctured disc. We fix disjoint punctured 
discs Do,/, 1 < / < n around/?/, i.e., Do,/ U/?,- is a neighborhood ofpt G X with Do,/ being 
diffeomorphic to D0. The bounding circle of Do,/ is denoted by 5/. Let 

p:E :=XxSU(2)->X 

be the trivial SU(2)-bundle onJ . We fix n conjugacy classes in SU(2), i.e., orbits of the 
conjugate action of SU(2) on itself, and denote them by C\,..., Cn. Fix once and for all 
a flat connection 8 on E such that the holonomy of S along 5/ lies in Ct. The space of all 
connections on E is denoted by C*9 and T̂* C C* is the space of flat connections whose 
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holonomy along 5/ lies in Q. Let C C C* be the subspace of all connections which 
coincides with 8 on all Do,/. In other words 

C:={aeC\ a\Doi - 6\Doi = 0, 1 < i < n}. 

Define J\= J* C\ C. Note that C is an affine space for the vector subspace 
AQ(X, SU(2)) C A 1 ^ , SU(2)), consisting of all su(2)-valued, 1-forms which vanish on 
each Do,/. Given a smooth map a: Sx —> f, (ie-, the composition of a with the inclusion 
f <—> C being smooth), since C is affine, we can extend a to <r: D2 —» C, where D2 

denotes the closed unit disc. Given such a <r, the trivial SU(2)-bundle E x D2 —» X x D2 

admits a canonical connection, denoted by $, which is defined as follows 

(1.1) $\{e;) = a(z)\e,V(e,z)eExD2. 

In other words, the restriction of $ to E x {z} —> X x {z} is the connection form <J(Z) 
itself. Let AT($) be the curvature of #. Let Â (i9) be the curvature form of # and C2 be the 
second Chern polynomial on su(2). The specific formula for C2 is C2(A) = ^ trace(^2) 
for A e su(2). Evaluation of C2 on K(d) gives a closed 4-form C2(K(d)) on £ x D2 

which projects to the closed 4-form C2(AT(i9)) o n l x D 2 . Integrating C2(K(fi)) along 
D2 yields a closed form o n l . 

LEMMA 1.2. 77ze 2-form fe C2 (^($)) 0« X w compactly supported. 

PROOF. The image of à lies in C, and the fixed connection 6 is flat. Hence the con
nection # is flat on each Do,/ x D2. So the 2-form J^ C2 (i^($)) is supported onX— U/Do,/ 

o 

where D0,/ denotes the interior of Do,/, thus proving the Lemma. • 
So the form J^ C2 (AX#)) defines an element of the compactly supported cohomology 

H2
C(X, R). Note that sinceXis oriented, H2

C(X, R) = R. 

LEMMA 1.3. The element in H2(X, R) represented by fjyz C2 (K^)) depends only on 
a and does not depend on the extension on o. 

PROOF. Let à and a' be two extensions of a. # and #' denote the corresponding 
canonical connections on X x D2, and the respective curvature forms are denoted by 
K^) and K^'). First we want to show that 

is an exterior derivative of a compactly supported 1-form on E. To prove that, recall that 
there is a secondary Chern-Simons form T on E x D2 such that dT = C2 (Section 3 of 
[CS]). Similarly, let V be the secondary Chern-Simons for the second Chern form of $'. 
Therefore 

L C<K(^) - L c<K{d>))=Ld{T -n 

As in Lemma 2.3 of [GK], by Stokes' Theorem for integration along fibers, we have 
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But # = $' on X x Sl. So on E x Sl we have T = 7', and hence the first integral on 

the right-hand side vanishes. On the other hand, since the connection â((z))\Doi does not 

depend on z G D2, the construction of secondary Chern-Simons class (cf. [CS]) implies 

that the form $Di(T - T') is supported onp~x(X- UA>,/)- The form jDi C2(#(#)) (sim

ilarly JD2 C2(K(d')) is also supported o n / ? " 1 ^ - U/D0,,-)). In other words y C2(K(ïï)) 

and JDi C2 toi9')) represent the same element in //^(£, R). Since the bundle £ is trivial, 

JD2 C2(K(dj) and JDi C2(#(#')) represent the same element in H2(X, R). m 
Let L(f) be the loop space of f. Lemma 1.3 gives a map 

(1.4) x-Lm-H2
c(E,R) = R. 

It is easy to check that the function \ is invariant under reparametrization of a loop. And 
also for two loops a and a' with same base point, \(aoa') = xC^O+xO7')- m other words 
X is a homomorphism of groupoids. 

2. A symplectic structure. We continue with the notations of the previous section. 
The group of SU(2) equivariant automorphisms of E, also known as the gauge group, is 
denoted by Ç*, and Ç C Ç* is the subgroup consisting of all automorphisms which are 
identity on all Doj. Let ¥ be the space of equivalence classes of parabolic representations 
of TT\(X) in SU(2), i.e., all those representations of 7TI(JC) in SU(2) which map 5/ into C/. 
Taking holonomy of a connection along a loop, we have an identification of ^P / Ç* with 
(P. The inclusion ? c-^ f* induces a map 

f-.ïiç^nçr. 
It is easy to see that / is injective, and moreover, since any two connections on D^t are 
gauge equivalent if and only if their holonomies around Si are conjugate to each other,/ 
is in fact onto. 

The real algebraic variety structure on SU(2) combines with the fact that the group 
7Ti (X) is finitely generated to give a real algebraic variety structure to fP. The equivalence 
classes of irreducible representations <Pxr in (P form a smooth Zariski open subset. Let 
<p*. _ <p _ rpiT b e m e equivalence classes of reducible representations. 

For A G ^F, let su(2)^ be the local system on X given by the induced flat connection 
on the vector bundle Ad(E). We have the obvious homomorphism. 

\:Hl
c(X,su(2)A) -^Hl(X,su(2)A). 

The tangent space TA(¥) can be identified with the image of À [BG]. The Killing form 
a(3 1—* trace(a/3) on su(2) induces the following pairing on the image of À 

(j> ® -0 1—» / trace(0 A 0). 

It was proved in [BG] that this 2-form on ¥ is closed and non-degenerate; in other words, 
it gives a symplectic structure. This symplectic form will be denoted by UJQ-
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It is easy to check that if the co-dimension of (Fe in <P is at least three, then fPir 

is simply connected. This co-dimension condition is satisfied, for example, when the 

genus g > 2 or when the set { C j , . . . , Cn} contains enough regular orbits (an orbit is 

called regular if the eigenvalues of its elements are distinct; hence the only non-regular 

orbits are ±1). Henceforth, we will assume that the initial data is such that the variety (PlT 

is simply connected. 

We call a symplectic structure integral if the cohomology class it represents is integral. 

The symplectic form UJQ is in general not integral. But if the eigenvalues of the elements 

of all Q are roots of unity (the eigenvalues being conjugate invariant depends only on the 

class), and if q is the l.c.m. of the order of the eigenvalues, then the qujo is integral [BR]. 

Henceforth, we will assume that the eigenvalues of Ct are roots of unity. The integral 

symplectic form gujo will be denoted by UJ. 

Given a loop a: Sl —» fPir, using simply connectedness of ^Pir, the map a can be 

extended to â'.D2 —> (PlY. Integrating the pull-back of UJ on D2 , we get a real number, 

which of course depends on the extension a. But if a' is another extension of a, then, 

since UJ is integral, we have 

/ 2 â*uj = ( / 2 <7/s|eu;)modZ. 

Let L((Pir) be the loop space of fFT. So the above discussion gives a function which 

we also call 

u:mn - R/Z 
y ' } cr (—> (fD2 â*uj) mod Z. 

3. A function on L{J j Q\ From now onwards we assume that the punctured sur

face X is equipped with a complex structure. We also assume that 2g — 2 + n > 0. This 

would imply that X is uniformized by the upper half plane; in other words, X inherits the 

Poincaré metric. 

Let A1'(A; su(2))bethe space of su(2) valued /-forms onX, and Al
c(X, su(2)) be the 

subspace consisting of all those forms which vanish on every Do,/. 

We will now briefly describe the Coulomb connection on the space of connections; 

see [NR] for details. A connection on E is said to be irreducible if the only elements of 

the gauge group which preserve the connection are ±7. A connection V is irreducible if 

and only if the 0-th cohomology of the complex 

C v : A°(X, su(2) )^A 1 (X9 su(2))^A 2 (X, su(2)) 

vanishes (Theorem 3.1 of [FU]). Let Clr C C be the subspace consisting of all those 

connections which are also irreducible. For V G C\ the tangent space T^CV can be 

identified with the A\(X, su(2)). Let d^ be the adjoint (with respect to the Poincaré 

metric) of ^v , and 

Av: = d*vdv: A°C(X,su(2)) - A°C(X,su(2)) 
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be the Laplacian. 
Let q\ Cx —> CTIQbe the principal Qbundle. The Lie algebra of Q is A°C(X, su(2)), 

and the kernel of the operator A^ (X, su(2))-^A° (X, su(2)) gives an equivariant splitting 

of the projections 7V(T,r—>?v(Cir/ Ç)- In other words, this defines a connection on the 
principal ^-bundle. It can be checked that the Lie-algebra valued 1-form on the total 
space Clr which defines this connection if given by the operator 

Av
] o <$: K (X9 su(2)) -+ A°c(x, su(2)). 

We will call this connection the Coulomb connection. 
Let ^~ir: = f H Cir. For the rest of this section, using this Coulomb connection and 

the function \ constructed in Section 2, we will construct a function on L(^FlT/ Q) with 
values in R/Z. 

Let (3: Sl —» Ç be a loop. Of course, since E is trivial, Q is the space of all smooth 
maps fromXto SU(2) which are the identity on all Do,/. In other words, (3 can be identified 
with a map /3:MxSl —> SU(2) (recall that M is the compactification of X). If the induced 

map Z = H3 (SU(2), Z)^H3(X x Sl, Z) = Z is multiplication by J, then J is called the 
degree of (3. For V G ^Fir, using the action of Q on ^Fir, the loop /3 gives a loop in ^Tir 

based at V, which we denote by f3. Now x(/3) £ ^, where x is the function defined in 
Section 2. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Under the above notation, 4TT2\0) coincides with d, the degree 

ofP-

PROOF. Let 
( »0, 02 + iOA 

"• {-92 + i63 -Wi J 

be the Maurer-Cartan form on SU(2). It is easy to see that the unique invariant (normal
ized) volume form on SU(2) is given by 9\ A 92 A 63. So 

Now for any t € S\ the connection fl(t) can be expressed in the form 

<h(t\-=( / w l ( / ) u2(i) + iujT,(t)\ 
pyi>- {-u2(t) + iuj3(t) - w , ( 0 J 

where w,(/) are 1-forms onX, and are smooth as function off. Since /3(f) is flat, we have 

Recall the definition of x; we need to extend /3 to the disc. For z — ré" G D2, define P(z):=rj3(e>a) + (l-r)6. 
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Clearly J3 maps D1 to C, and coincides with /3 on Sl. Let ti be the connection, given 
by ft on the bundle E x D2 —» X x D2, and £(#) be the curvature. After a straight
forward calculation (such a calculation is done explicitly, for example, in [Gu]), we get 
C2 (£(#)) = 1 /87T2 trace(£(tf )) cohomologous to 

So from the definition of x, we have 

(3. 3) XW) - ^ J X ( ( ^ 1 V . + ( j ^ + (^3M) *. 

It is easy to check that the two 2-forms 

f({-ujx)ux +{-^2 + (-u3)u;3)dt and /T0i A/3*02 A/3*03 Jsl v at at at ' 

differ by an exact form. In the light of (3.2) and (3.3), this proves the proposition. • 
Given a loop a: Sl —> !FlT / Ç and a base point V G ^Fir, using the Coulomb connection 

on 7XX —• fFir/ £, the loop cr can be lifted horizontally to a path <r: [0, 1] —* jFir with 
â(0) = V. The group Q is path connected, and hence there is a path 7 in q~x (#(V)) 
connecting a(l) and â(0). So 7 o â is a loop in ^Pr, which we denote by cr7. So depending 
on the path 7, we have xi^i) G /?. If// is any other path in #_1 (#(V)) connecting â(\) 
and <r(0), then the corresponding number x ( ^ ) of course need not coincide with xi^i)-
But we noted earlier that the function x is a homomorphism of groupoids. In other words 

X(^) = X(/To/i~1) + x ( ^ ) . 

Now using (3.1) we have the following result. 

THEOREM 3.4. The map a i—• 47r2x(o'M) gives a map x\ L(TX j Ç) —* R/Z. 

4. Relation between \ and UJ. The space F̂11*/ ^, by taking holonomy, can naturally 
be identified with fPir (defined in Section 3). We want the two functions on L([fir/ Q) — 
L((PlT) namely, q\ and u (defined in (2.1)), to coincide. 

Let/: J11 —» j p r / Q be the projection. The pull-back/*u of a; (defined in Section 2) 
on ^Fir has a natural extension to C, which is defined as follows: for a, (3 G Â  (X, su(2)), 
the correspondence 

a ® / ï i—-># / a A/3 

defines a 2-form on C which we denote by Q. Since C is affine and Q is closed u) is also 
exact. It is easy to see that the restriction of Q to Ju coincides with/*cj. The space C also 
admits a natural 1-form 6 which is defined as follows. First note that since E is trivial, 
a connection on E can be thought of as an element of A1 (X, su(2)). Now for V G C 
and a G A1 (X, su(2)), the correspondence a i—> f^trace(a A V) defines a 1-form on C, 
which is denoted by 6. It is easy to check that qdO = 0. 
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As in the previous section, let a be a loop in Jxx j Ç, and a^ be a corresponding loop 

V 
to D2 such that/ o ô1 = à. We have 
in Jxl". And <r7 be the extension of <J7 to D2 (as in Section 2). Let â be an extension of G 

Suppose for t G S{ the connection cr7(/) is of the form 

/ A. = ( iuJx W ^2<^ + iuJ3 ̂  1 

where a;/ are su(2)-valued 1-forms onX Now 

(4.1) Jsi aXe = jsx t race(-a 7(0) A a^dt 

Now using (3.3) which actually holds for any loop in jFir, we have u(p) = qx(&)- Thus 
from (4.1) we have proved the following proposition. 

THEOREM 4.2. For any loop a in jFir'/ Ç the following equality holds 

<4P) = qx(°-)-

REMARK. In [BR], the authors prove the existence of a natural hermitian line bundle 
on the parabolic moduli space T. Restricted to (Pl\ this line bundle carries a natural 
connection whose curvature (up to a factor off) is the standard symplectic form. It is easy 
to check that u\ L(fPir) —» Sl is then (up to a constant) the holonomy of this connection. 
Similar material is also treated in [DW]. 
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